UNI Advising Network Feedback Form

FORMAT

How long should meetings be?

How often should meetings occur?

What are the best days and times for meetings to occur?

Should meetings be held in-person, zoom, both, something else?

TOPICS/CONTENT

When you come to the Advising Network, what types of topics are you expecting to be covered?

Should the Advising Network cover conceptual content (theory, approaches to advising, etc.)?

YES \hspace{1cm} NO

If yes, what conceptual content are you interested in? If no, where should conceptual content be covered?

Should the Advising Network cover informational content (campus resources, programs, policy changes, etc.)?

YES \hspace{1cm} NO

If yes, what informational content are you interested in? If no, where should informational content be covered?

Should the Advising Network cover relational content (building rapport, inclusive communication, meaning-making, etc.)?

YES \hspace{1cm} NO

If yes, what relational content or knowledge are you interested in? If no, where should relational content or knowledge be covered?